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We have some fascinating articles in 
the magazine this month. I am par-
ticularly intrigued by the article 

‘Uncle Joe’s Workshop’ from Alan Lamb, 
this is quite a tale. It just demonstrates 
the power of the printed word and the 
lengths that people will go to in publish-
ing. The considerable skill as well as the 
time and effort put into this enterprise is 
astounding. I am sure the conditions were 
not ideal either! 

My first foreman told me the story of 
when he was in the second world war, 
printing maps, not in the comfort of a print 
shop in England but just a few miles back 
from the fighting, inside a large truck. The 
logistics of this must have been quite a 
challenge to say the least.

Len Friend’s article regarding Fleet 
Street brings back a few memories. I re-
member when Eddie Shah, declared war 
on the unions in the newspaper industry 
with his Messenger Group newspapers in 
Warrington where he employed non-union 
staff. The industry was very much a closed 
shop at the time. The Wapping dispute fol-
lowed three years afterwards, which began 
the revolution in newspaper production. 
As a member of the printers union (Nation-
al Graphical Association) I was encouraged 
to join in the mass picketing, buses were 
being laid on. 

Needless to say, as a young apprentice, 
who was not interested in politics, I did not 
go. Probably a good decision as it all turned 
very ugly with riot police in vast numbers 
used to quell the unrest. A sad time for the 
printing industry but progress can never 
be halted. Mr Shah sold his printing in-
terests and went into the leisure industry, 
investing in golf clubs and hotels I believe.

The Rosen Award review is always some-
thing to look forward to and I am ever 
impressed by the amount of effort and 

standard of work that is submitted. Con-
gratulations to the Lincolnshire & District 
and Shropshire branches, the joint win-
ners this year. 

Finally, it is very encouraging to see the 
new Solent branch meeting for the first 
time, I wish you all the best for the future. 
I have mentioned previously that I would 
like to set up a branch in the midlands. I 
live in Northampton and there is a huge 
density of population within one hour’s 
travel. There must be room for a new 
branch here surely? If any member is in-
terested in this idea, please do get in touch 
and let’s see if we can get the ball rolling, or 
the press running. Keep printing!

FROM THE EDITOR TIM VERNON (10772)

Cover Image: A flier advertising the Solent 
Branch’s wayzgoose. See their first branch 
report on page 163





UNCLE JOE’S PRINTSHOP
ALAN LAMB VISITS A TRULY UNDERGROUND PRESS

flooding and since 1912 the problem has 
been rectified.

I was shown round by Zhiuli Sikhmash-
vili, deputy chairman of the Georgian 
Community Party, a sprightly man in his 
80’s and a committed Communist for 
over 50 years; he has little English, I have 
little Russian, but somehow, we managed 
to communicate. 

Visitors now descend to the printshop 
down rickety stairs from an undistin-
guished bungalow. For the Revolutionaries, 

FEATURE ALAN LAMB (10860)

The underground press has a long 
history, from the 16th century tracts 
printed in Calvinist Geneva, to the 

psychedelic magazines of “Swinging 
London” in the 1960’s, and the “Samizdat” 
literature of the USSR. In most cases the 
term “underground” simply means, anti-
establishment, clandestine or banned by 
authorities such as the state or the church. 
At the Joseph Stalin Underground Print-
ing House Museum in Tbilisi, the capital 
of Georgia, the printing press is, liter-
ally, underground.

Stalin (1878 – 1953) was born as Ioseb 
Besarionis dze Jugashvili in Gori, a town 
about 85 kilometres east of Tbilisi. His 
early revolutionary activities included 
bank robbery, the proceeds of which 
funded the secret press which the museum 
celebrates. Between 1903 and 1906, when 
the press was discovered by the Impe-
rial Russian Police, flyers, pamphlets, 
and newspapers were printed in Azeri, 
Armenian, Georgian and Russian for 
distribution in the Eastern Caucasus 
– a compositor’s nightmare of four dif-
ferent alphabets.

In 1937 Stalin and the notorious secret 
police chief Lavrentiy Beria, decided to re-
build the house and cellar, and, with a new 
building for exhibits, to open a museum, 
which survived until 1991. Between 1991 
and 1998, when the local Communist Party 
took over, the museum lay empty, exhibits 
were pillaged, and the cellar flooded regu-
larly in winter.  

A visiting Chinese General berated 
the Tbilisi local authority about the 
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FEATURE ALAN LAMB (10860)

the way to work was rather more chal-
lenging. As the diagram shown in the 
photograph aside shows, the Revolu-
tionaries started by climbing 15 metres 
down a well, then crawling through a 4 
metre tunnel, and finally climbing up a 
12 metre ladder.

In the gloomy cellar stands the rusty flat-
bed press, perhaps capable of restoration if 
the job is tackled soon. The maker’s name 
is Maschinenfabrik Augsburg, the date of 
manufacture 1893. The press made its way 
from Germany to Baku, the capital of Azer-
baijan, was then dismantled, transported 
600 kilometres to Tbilisi, and reassembled 
where it now stands. 

A small bonus for the printing historian 
is the F M Weiter Liberty Press which rests, 

without explanation, in the room above the 
cellar. Apparently in good condition, how 
one of the most popular American jobbing 
presses of the 19th Century arrived in the 
museum is a mystery.

Overall, a fascinating museum, and a 
reminder of how powerful printing can be.
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LETTERS
Thank you

Colin and I were so disappointed not to 
make the Dorset Convention and very much 
hope to see you all next year.

Your good wishes are much appreciated, 
as every message of encouragement gives 
me a boost and lifts my spirit at this difficult 
time. After 12 weeks of chemotherapy with 
another four planned we will soon find out 
how well things are going. The blood tests 
are very encouraging and we stay positive as 
we move forward.

Thank you for your kindness and good 
wishes.  Ros Angior 4219

Resalite – a very versatile material

It was interesting to read Bob Richardson’s 
article about Resalite in the June edition of 
Small Printer because a couple of years ago 
we found an unusual use for some of this 
very accurate and lightweight composing 
material.

At that time we had a Ludlow machine, 
single phase, high ampage which necessi-
tated big fuses and one summers day as our 
daughter and I were printing raffle tickets 
the fuse board blew up. Emma’s feet went 
about four foot into the air and coughing 
and gasping with the smoke she comment-
ed “you need nerves of steel to work in this 
place” but being more concerned with the 
Ludlow than Emma’s nerves I called in an 
electrician to investigate.

He discovered that some moisture had 
got onto a plate behind the fuses and caused 
a massive short and although I had spares 
he was not optimistic that it wouldn’t 
happen again. “What you need is a sheet of 
Bakelite” he said at which point I produced 
half a dozen 12pt x 48em pieces of Resalite 
cut them down to the length required on 
the circular saw (with the accompanying 

awful smell) and said – “try these”. It worked 
perfectly and Shaun the electrician was so 
impressed that he kept phoning his friends 
to say “you will never guess what I have been 
using” but the downside was, from that 
point on Emma always seemed to have an 
excuse not to come to work with me again.
Len Friend 8988

 Sorts Corner

I suppose some of you are wondering 
what happened to this (and others are not 
really interested!) The answer is, not a lot.  
Unless I’ve missed some e-mails, for which 
I apologise, there’s been no response to my 
suggestion in the March edition, that we 
help each other out with missing metal type 
and offer our ‘orphan’ bit of type to other 
members. 

In the words of that great pragmatist, 
Victor Meldrew, “I don’t be-leeve it!” that 
nobody else has founts with vital characters 
missing, or nobody would like free extra 
type to match theirs. So after chatting to a 
few colleagues, I’m prepared to give it a bit 
longer and see what happens.

Here’s a resume: can anyone please send 
me a few 12pt Plantin figure 5s (Monotype). I 
can offer anyone (post free) some 24pt Flash 
Bold (about 130 letters) and some 36pt Festi-
val Titling, the letters P I N E.

Telephone. 01273 463096 or email adrian.
towler@waitrose.com. 
AdrianTowler, 10068

Madonna Ronde 36pt A small box with 
a mixture of caps and l/c plus figs and a 
couple of nice ligatures: Qu ct st)
Times Bold 12pt A box of figs, f liga-
tures and signs. 
Pepita 18pt Caps: E J T P H
lower: 3a 3b 3e 2h 2i 2l m 3n 3o p 2s t u z 
Katherine Anteney 10784 
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Lincolnshire & District Branch

The Lincolnshire and District Branch met 
up at The Bull in Bracebridge, just outside 
of Lincoln, for their June meeting. We had 
planned to meet up at the nearby Bomber 
Command Memorial and Museum, but the 
poor weather and high car parking charges 
caused us to change venues at the last 
minute, with the money saved ending up 
in the landlord’s pocket rather than the car 
park attendant’s. 

At the meeting/drinking session 
branch members were treated to an-
other look at the Rosen Award, now back 
in Lincolnshire after its brief trip down 
to Bournemouth. 

It was therefore only natural that 
conversation was centred around our 

next Rosen Award entry. Malcolm Hull 
was unable to attend the meeting, but 
had forwarded a mock-up of his sug-
gestion for next year’s booklet, which 
found a certain amount of favour among 
branch members and will probably 
be the template for our next award-
winning booklet.

We also found time to discuss some 
of the details of next year’s convention. 
For example, we decided that no food 
would be served at August’s branch 
barbecue until we had completed the 
printing of the Convention banquet 
serviettes the same day.  Wendy also 
unveiled the 2019 convention goodie 
bag — an inspired piece of work, with a 
contemporary theme.
Mike Edwards 10374

The Lincolnshire & District Branch elders discuss the finer points of Rosen Award judging
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Essex Branch

On Saturday 2nd June, the Essex branch 
was invited to the opening of new premises 
for the Sea Holly Press of Russ and 
Sarah Surrey in Clacton. ‘Shed’ seems an 
inadequate word for the substantial garden 
workshop which Russ has been busy 
constructing to replace their old garage. 
With a new concrete base, well insulated 
walls and a professional looking roof, it was 
regarded admiringly and enviously by each 
printer as they arrived, even before they 
had seen the contents, yet Russ claims to 
be self taught as a builder.

About twenty people attended; mem-
bers, neighbours, relations and friends 
from far and wide. Anyone with any me-
chanical expertise was soon put to work 
making final adjustments to the newly 
installed presses. Pride of place was given 
to The Essex Arab which had been left to 
Sarah by Chris Brinson. 

Somehow it looked smaller in its new 
home, though I’m sure it felt anything but 
small while being transported across town. 
Next to it is the Vicobold which came from 
the workshop of the late Robert Atkins 
in Hornchurch, and at the other end a 

newly acquired Farley proof press which, 
I was pleased to hear, was bought before 
the recent eBay bubble. Sarah is now very 
well equipped to produce her distinctive 
linocuts but there was no sign (yet) of any 
type. This will surely follow and then all 
that free space will be needed.

After a while, visitors were distracted 
from the presses by the smell of barbecued 
sausages from the other side of the garden. 
The weather being warm, even hot, the 
gazebo provided welcome shade as well 
as anxiety as it caught the Clacton sea 
breezes alarmingly.

It was a delightful day, meeting old 
friends and marking a new beginning for 
the Sea Holly Press. We look forward to 
great things once the presses get into op-
eration and hope that we will be invited 
again, in place of our annual visits to 
the Haven Press. 

Many thanks indeed to Sarah and Russ 
for their hospitality, to all the volunteer 
catering assistants and press engineers, 
and to the absent friends who have 
preserved these wonderful machines 
across the decades to begin their new life 
beside the seaside.
Alan Brignull 4800

BRANCH REPORT
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more significantly – everything on Fleet 
Street was set on Linotypes and printed on 
single colour rotary letterpress machines.

So in the Autumn of 1978 I was given 
what I had already decided was to be 
my last shift on Fleet Street – a night at 
Carmelite House (the old Evening News 
building) to print the Sunday People. 

The presses were old double deck Crab-
trees well past their best but they still 
rattled along at 30,000 an hour. The night 
went well which meant that I was finished 
by 1.30am (four hours work and another 

Most of my life has been spent run-
ning printing presses and in the 
mid 1970s I was working casual 

nights on Fleet Street where, although on 
the surface everything seemed normal it 
was obvious even to my youthful eyes that 
big changes were just around the corner. 

The great newspaper offices occupied 
city centre sites that were worth much 
more than their product, traffic and 
congestion was making it increasingly dif-
ficult to transport the reels of newsprint 
into central London and perhaps – even 

FEATURE LEN FRIEND (8988)
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FLEET STREET RE-VISITED
LEN FRIEND GOES BACK TO HIS PRINTING ROOTS

Two lines of Crabtree rotaries waiting to start the night’s run.



The St Bride Wayzgoose has become a 
well attended event and this year, with 
visitors coming from far and wide to buy, 
sell and just talk print it was no exception 
and although it is nice to wander round 
and mingle I am never very happy unless I 
am near a printing machine (Sandra would 
probably agree) so I spent most of my time 
in the workshop where the interest level 
was very high. 

During the day I bumped into lots of BPS 
members and I’m sure that I saw at least 
one of them taking his purchases out on an 
industrial sized sack barrow.

A couple of the us did manage to slip out 
to The Bell that evening for a beer and if 
only there had been a couple of newspaper 
vans making late runs it would have been 
just like being in a time warp.

crew took over) and having collected my 
nights money I walked along Tudor Street 
and up Whitefriars Street to a bustling 
Fleet Street little realising that it would be 
forty years before I would go near a print-
ing machine on the Street again.

Having visited St Bride Foundation a few 
times and given a couple of talks there I 
had struck up a friendship with (despite 
them being ex comps) some of the volun-
teers there so I was quite pleased when I 
was asked to run their Heidelberg at the 
2018 Wayzgoose. 

Although not quite the same as a rotary 
extending through three floors of a 
building and churning out newspapers at 
15 copies per second the Heidelberg platen 
is a very versatile machine that was, and 
still is, used by printers all over the world.

The St Bride chapel in the Bell; this has hardly changed in 40 years – except the bar staff all look a lot younger.
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if Graham has the original line block?
A couple of leaves by Paul and Wendy 

reminded us of popular pantomimes. 
Reproduced in various type faces, some 
lovely foil printing and colourful panto-
mime scenes gave us a nostalgic reminder 
of many childhood enjoyable evenings.

The remainder of the book comprised 
of pantomime programme block sets 
possessed by Charles Hull all beautifully 
arranged and illustrated showing not only 
the finished look of the covers but also the 
progressive colour, mainly 3-colour, separa-
tions. 

The intention was that Charles would 
produce these using the original zincos but 
this was too daunting a task and was finally 
abandoned in favour of letterpress repro 
printing each set of plates in black and then 
scanning them and importing the images 
into Adobe Photoshop and InDesign, 
colouring and retouching before finally 

Panto 
by The Lincolnshire & District Branch
This entry was a real feast of colour with 
a front cover designed by Paul and Wendy 
Warne setting the scene for what was 
to follow after opening the cleverly de-
signed curtains.

Firstly there was a page of explana-
tion which was a helpful introduction to 
the make-up of the book, followed by a 
technical article by John Miller on the new 
technology of Virtual Reality which prom-
ises Pantomime Software to assist your 
enjoyment when using an internet tablet. 
At least I think that is what was portrayed, 
but I must confess it was beyond my real 
understanding, although the illustration 
did help – a bit.

‘Ee’s behind U’ from Mike Edwards was a 
clever way of bringing in one of any panto-
mime’s familiar catch phrases as was John 
Miller’s Grand Panto Quiz which I think I 
managed to complete after my 15 years of 
Pantomime involvement and it was good 
to have a page offering a challenge to the 
reader.

‘Pan-tomime’ by Graham Jackson was a 
nicely laid out explanation of J.M. Barrie’s 
play Peter Pan and left us with the ques-
tion, is the play really a pantomime? As I 
understand it, a pantomime has evolved 
from ancient time into a children’s enter-
tainment with songs, gags and a sense of 
excitement and surely Peter Pan could be 
construed as doing that. The line drawing is 
interesting which would have been greatly 
improved if it could have been reproduced 
by letterpress where some make-ready 
could have been used but obviously not 
available by digital reproduction. I wonder 

ROSEN AWARD COLIN ANGIOR (4219) RON PROSSER (9405)

The Rosen Award 
2017 Review



a feast of information it contained on ‘in-
sects’, its subject matter.

Each page in the whole booklet was 
beautifully composed to gladden an old 
compositor’s heart and the illustrations ex-
cellently complemented the text although 
it was disappointing to notice quite a few 
double word spaces and extra line spacing 
before the last line of every paragraph in 
the ‘Type Lice’ article. I also wondered why 
on page 2 of the ‘Fly’ article the word ‘obser-
vations’ had a lower case ‘o’ while the word 
‘Inquiries’ had a capital ‘I’ but what a super 
illustration of the fly was on that page.

Richard Owen’s two articles, ‘An Insect 
Update’ and ‘Bugs and Others’ had that 
lovely personal and family feel about its 
telling that I so much enjoy and as he states 
it was a pity about the O.H.M. photograph 
but I am glad he included it. (In the former, 
Richard, I think you intended to write ‘of 
Bissau airport’ rather than what was com-

 PICTURES COURTESY OF RON ROOKES (4682)

printing them on a Konica Minolta digital 
printer.

I made it 27 plates that had to be worked 
on plus all the thought and experimenting 
that had to be undertaken. Now that is what 
I call an example of real dedication to our 
craft, illustrating a movement from letter-
press through to digital printing all for the 
sake of entertaining and showing what can 
be achieved, to a few hundred members of 
our fantastic society.

Well done, Lincolnshire Branch.  
Ron Prosser

I is for Insect
by The Maidenhead Branch
On opening the envelope containing the 
Rosen Award entries, it was a surprise and 
also a delight to find an A6 booklet, the 
first I can ever remember being submitted. 
Moreover, it immediately made me want 
to open and devour its contents and what 



posed ‘a Bissau airport’.)
Janet Tweedy’s thoughtful 4 pages, ‘On a 

Fly drinking out of his Cup’, her colourful 
‘facts’ page, ‘Insectorum’, and ‘Pooh’s Bees’ 
made an interesting quartet, but why were 
spaces included before the apostrophes in 
the first page? The colourful ‘Facts’ page 
was a welcome relief although I did find it a 
bit hard to read owing to the choice of type-
face and type size. Anything about ‘Pooh 
Bear’ is always sure to please.

The middle section, ‘Mosquito’ submit-
ted by Paul Hatcher was superbly laid out 
and must have taken a lot of Paul’s time to 
create. It made an enjoyable read and had a 
personal interest for me as, like the author, 
D. H. Lawrence, I too was bitten by that 
‘pointed fiend’ and ended up in hospital 
with malaria! What excellent drawings 
brought the text to life. It was a shame that 
in scene II, Paul got his ‘n’s ’ and ‘m’s’ mixed 
up and we didn’t get, ‘Am I not mosquito 
enough’ rather than ‘An I not a mosquito 
enough’.

I did like the style and production of 
the cover and binding and if I am honest, 
I would have preferred to have seen all 
the pages of each article grouped together 
rather than separated, although I do under-
stand the necessity to separate them due to 
the chosen binding format. Also, I suggest 
some people may have preferred to have 
seen the same type face and paper used 
throughout the book, but that is always 
open to personal opinion. One thing I am 
sure is that this little book will be treasured 
and may well have been a popular choice by 
the members as the winning entry. 
Ron Prosser

Dreams and Nightmares
By The Essex Branch
This entry, contributed by seven members 
of Essex Branch, is an A5 landscape offering 

ROSEN AWARD COLIN ANGIOR (4219) RON PROSSER (9405)



of 15 pages including card covers, various 
weights of uncoated stock and four pages 
of matt-coated stock, all neatly Wire-O-
bound on the short edge. The covers, title 
page, list of contributors are all done by 
the everlasting Ron Rookes. Attractively 
laid out, the title page is set in appropriate 
typefaces, with ‘Dreams’ looking sweetly 
whimsical and ‘Nightmares’ suitably hor-
rifying. He further enhances his portfolio 
by producing a Great War memorial poem 
‘In Flanders Fields’, penned in 1915. It is 
printed in black on a poppy-strewn field on 
medium-weight card. Very evocative.

Working through the booklet, we come 
to Alan Brignull’s page of ‘On Dreams’ by 
Sir Thomas Browne. Printed very carefully 
in dark grey on to grey bond, its layout 
is exemplary. This is followed by the late 
Chris Brinson’s handset version of W B 
Yeats’ verse entitled ‘Tread softly for you 
tread on my dreams’. Beautifully laid out, 
and with almost perfect impression, it is a 
delight to perceive.

The next item is of four pages, printed 
by the always-competent Len Friend. His 
pages are filled with colour and black-
and-white illustrations of the hopes and 
ambitions of a printer. The colour first 
page/cover is clever; wistful dream clouds 
and butterflies float above a raging night-
mare volcano, complete with dangling 
(apparently fireproof) spider for the arach-
nophobes in the world. Page two is laden 
with colour thumbnails of previous jobs 
done, and pages 3 and 4 have black pictures 
of a Miehle press and an old American lo-
comotive complete with cow-catcher. This 
latter is atop a block previously printed 
letterpress, fully inclusive of space-ups 
and battered letters. The mal-impression 
is a joy to view, and is an object lesson on 
how not to print! Gwen Harper supplies 
the next two pages printed black on 80gsm 



Criddle’s three sheets. Folding back the 
cover, we go straight into Brian Foster’s 
first page. He depicts a kind of crossword 
filled out with the answers to printing 
clues telling us that they are trying to win 
the Rosen Award. I’m still trying to un-
clothe clue five…

Moving on: Peter Criddle’s second page is 
a beautifully laid-out extract depicting an 
‘odd’ character called Evan Thomas, who 
purported to be an astrologer. He lived in 
the Shrewsbury House of Industry (pos-
sibly workhouse?), and occasionally sallied 
forth to tell the fortunes of locals who were 
willing to part with a shilling for his ‘ser-
vices’. He was actually a printer. The whole 
page is surrounded by images of astrologi-
cal symbols printed in green. Quite lovely. 

Graham Skitt’s first two pages (of 9) 
comprise some pictures of Thomas Skelton 

bond, and gives accounts of experiences in 
Brazil, minimally described as ‘Two of the 
many stories that life told’. I quite liked the 
layout, but I wonder if it might have looked 
better if the landscape pages had been di-
vided into two columns, if only to improve 
readability. I have this problem of reading 
long lines set in eight point type, in that I 
keep going over the same lines. Do others 
have the same problem?

Mike Perry’s solo page is a quote from 
Oscar Wilde (always a good source of copy). 
Printed black on medium weight pale blue 
board, it reminds us that nightmares are 
also dreams. I would have liked to see the 
page just slightly less crammed, but other-
wise it is good.

The other half of the Rookes ensemble, 
Margaret, has produced a delightful re-
production of Shakespeare’s Sonnet XLIII. 
It is printed on medium weight white 
board in black and green, with her imprint 
‘Chatte Noir Imprimerie’ in black on the 
reverse. Very stylish!

And that is it. Thank you , Essex, for a 
nicely put together booklet. There were 
a few criticisms, but overall it was pretty 
good. Colin Angior

Some Odd Characters
by The Shropshire Branch
This excellent publication in A5 landscape 
format is well compiled by a total of six con-
tributors, and the title indicates a large well 
from which to draw inspiration for print-
ing. There are 22 pages, printed on a variety 
of stocks, mostly good quality board up to 
380 micron, but including heavy uncoated 
bond as well. The whole product shouts 
quality to us, and I am very happy to tell 
you about this.

The front cover, printed in black on 300 
micron red board (possibly Vanguard) is 
a bold starter for ten, and is one of Peter 

ROSEN AWARD COLIN ANGIOR (4219) RON PROSSER (9405)



(Tom Fool of Cumbria) printed on what 
appears to be matt-coated 150 mic paper. 
They are somewhat dark in appearance. His 
following text tells us of the man’s details 
and his connection with Muncaster Castle.

Next, the first of Peter Snelson’s pages. 
Printed black on pale yellow stock, he 
informs us of the exceptions to the rule 
of ‘i before e, except after c’. There are 
twelve listed, and I’m sure there are many 
more. A nicely balanced, well printed 
page. Brian Foster’s next page entitled 
‘There was a crooked man…’ is accurately 
printed on thin board, and this is followed 
by Dulcie Fulton’s very artistic version of 
Mr Manicule, aka the pointy finger. The 
right-hand third of her page is a fairground 
poster version of what Mr Manicule does in 
the image cleverly constructed mainly from 
border pieces. The only fault is possibly 

derived from the stock (100gsm laid) 
which leads to an underinked image. Even 
with a slightly over-impressed pull, the 
watermark causes the problem.

The final page from Brian Foster is a 
delightful montage of old Adana blocks, 
colophons and text set in a circle (and, yes, 
it is a circle, 7cms in diameter!). This is 
printed black on 440 micron board. I’ve no 
idea on which press, but it feels solid.

The first of Margaret Criddle’s entries is a 
four-sided treatise on Guido Morris (1910 to 
1980), who advertised: ‘Here fine printing 
of every description, including hand-made 
notepaper, is undertaken to the glory of 
God and of the arts of peace’. (This sounds 
as if it should be included in Essex Branch’s 
‘Dreams and Nightmares’). Margaret gives a 
potted biography of Guido, who sadly ended 
up penniless in London, where he died. The 
piece is printed in black, plus spot green, 
on Ivory 200 micron board. It is well-laid 
out and very easy to read.

The next six pages are all contributed 
by Graham Skitt, making his total of nine 
pages over a third of the book! His subject 
matter is a fellow called Jack Mytton. 
The first page of colour pics leads into 
three solid pages of text, and here I have a 
problem. I think the pages are just too full, 
and there is nowhere near enough white 
space around it. The three pages would 
have been better fitted into four, with at 
least an extra half-inch of white all round 
the body text. The text is most interesting, 
but I found it difficult to read. There are a 
few punctuation errors, and the occasional 
typo, also. Sorry, Graham! The final two 
pages are filled with images depicting items 
in the text, and complete what is a heroic 
effort.

The final page from Graham is a portrait 
of a gentleman, who could be anybody, 
but reminds me of Scrooge, or maybe a 



what you are talking about. They will have 
to register first if they have not already 
done so. The link is below:
https://www.bpsnet.org.uk/members/
Rosen%20Award%202017/index.html

Plus if you want I can make the scans 
available for the SP team to use. I have them 
as Photoshop files but can easily provide 
them with jpegs which they will be able to 
download from my DropBox.

The reason I sent it as members can look 
at them as they read your report. Plus only 
Branch members and those attending the 
Convention get to see them. Flip books are 
not as good as handling the real thing but 
better than nothing.

Thank you, Ron for this facility.

I would like to thank Ron Prosser for his 
huge and talented input to this review. 
The two of us discussed in depth the rela-
tive merits of each entry, and found that 
we could not agree on an eventual winner. 
After having spoken to our President, Jean 
Watson, we were able to declare two Joint 
Winners, with each branch to hold the 
trophy for six months. The Joint Winners 
are Lincolnshire and District Branch, and 
Shropshire Branch. The presentation of 
the Rosen Award was made at the Conven-
tion Banquet. We hope that you will agree 
with our decision.

long-deceased member of the BPS… He 
certainly is an ‘ODD’ character.

I am intrigued by Peter Criddle’s final 
offering: he questions the weird ‘w’ which 
occurs in the 48pt only of a bold fat-face 
italic, and which looks like an ‘n’ with a 
long curl. Very well printed in black on 
Ivory board, it adequately demonstrates 
what I’ve been saying about ‘white space’.

Peter Snelson’s second offering is a 
listing, printed in red and black, of the 
ten pronunciations of ‘ough’. I would have 
liked to have seen all the ‘oughs’ lined up 
vertically, but that is just a personal feel-
ing! Margaret Criddle follows Peter with 
her well laid-out (white space very good!) 
and printed two page feature on the 27th 
letter of the alphabet, the ampersand. I 
especially like the use of Gill Sans for the 
text, and she goes on to illustrate some 
attractive versions of the ‘&’ from seven dif-
ferent typefaces in seven different colours. 
Excellent! Peter Snelson’s final item is a 
giant (almost 24 line if in wood type) Inter-
robang. What a lovely name. What a pity it 
is never used nowadays.

This booklet is a very pleasing compila-
tion, and came close to being declared a 
winner. I’m afraid that the judges are be-
coming less easy to satisfy – if you think we 
are being unreasonable, please let us know 
why! Colin Angior

I received an email from Ron Rookes the 
other day, telling me that he had processed 
the entries for the Rosen Award, and has 
agreed that I could advise all members 
about this. I have copied the relevant part, 
as below:

I have scanned all the pages for the 
entries and created flip books which have 
been uploaded to the Members Area of the 
website. I thought you might like to include 
the link in your report for the magazine 
so that Members can look at them and see 
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Solent Branch

On Wednesday 16th May the newly rati-
fied Solent Branch met for the first time. 
The new branch application was formally 
signed and submitted to EC at the Conven-
tion in April and approved by EC at their 
May meeting so we hadn’t wasted any time 
in getting together and sorting a calendar 
of dates to meet for the next 8 months. 

Liz Kirby in Wiltshire was our host for 
the evening. We were six members at the 
meeting, which exceeded our initial es-
timate by 100%! 

People had travelled from Portsmouth, 
Southampton, the New Forest and closer at 
hand in Wiltshire to be there, which dem-
onstrates perfectly the wide reach of the 
Solent region. 

We spent a bit of time introducing our-
selves and talking about what had first 
attracted us to Letterpress printing and 
what presses and equipment we had. On 
the whole we are all hobby printers and 
have come to printing from a variety of 
backgrounds. Some have been printing for 
a while and some are at the very beginning 
of the obsession but a common thread was 
the desire to learn more and get better at 
it! Hopefully we can all support each other 
in this endeavour.

We discussed future meetings and have 
decided to meet 6 times a year with a 
mixture of daytime and evening meetings 
to ensure everyone can come at least two 
or three times a year. Future excursions 
include a summer New Forest Barbecue; 
helping to host the Southampton Wayz-
goose in September (details to follow!) and 
a winter visit to Carpathian Type Foundry. 
We are sensibly holding our Christmas 
Meal in January. 

Then a trip into Liz’s Print Shed was 
called for. Liz gets the prize for fitting the 
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most type into the tiniest space. She is cur-
rently sorting through a huge amount of 
type bought as a job lot and has some real 
gems in there. Our attention was caught by 
a pile of HS2 formes that were obviously 
the pages of a book printed by (or for) a 
pigeon fancier. It proved too much of a 
temptation and as Katherine had brought 
her HS2 with her we inked it up and after a 
bit of knob twiddling and adjusting got it to 
print almost satisfactorily. 

It was a really fun evening and great to 
meet brand new BPS members Tim and 
Kirsten who had literally paid their subs 
that day. In fact we chatted so much that 
no one managed to eat any of the cake Liz 
had provided – much to her children’s de-
light, no doubt!

Any BPS members in Hampshire, 
New Forest, Wiltshire or Isle of Wight 
wishing to join us please contact 
solent@bpsnet.org.uk
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SOCIETY NEWS

WANTED
A good home for a Model No. 3 press  

along with some type and other items 
from the printshop of Reg Mason

FREE TO A GOOD HOME

Contact Mike Mason
Telephone: 01202 631609

Mobile: 07850 694191

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
As most of you will be aware from the media, the rules 
covering the processing of personal data changed on 
the 25th May.

When you joined the Society, you submitted information 
to allow us to keep in touch with you which we still hold and 
use for that purpose as you are still a member.  

In future, we will be giving the following information 
to all new members about how we use the information 
and their rights, and so we are sending this to all existing 
members too.

The information you supply will be held securely by the 
British Printing Society so that it can keep in touch with 
you about its activities and administer your membership.

Your information will be kept until such time as your 
membership is ended.

We do not pass your details to any third parties unless 
we are legally obliged to do so.

You have the right to ask to see the information we hold 
about you and to ask for it to be amended, corrected or 
deleted at any time.

Until such time that the Executive Council can clarify the 
requirements of the GDPR we shall not issue a membership 
list. Therefore any membership enquiries should be sent 
to the Membership Secretary whose details are shown 
on the inside front cover of Small Printer.

Small Printer Tender
Notice is hereby given that the tender for the 
printing of the Society’s monthly magazine, 
Small Printer is due for renewal . Any 
member wishing to offer their services and 
take on this contract, should contact the 
Secretary and ask for the specifications of 
the tender.

BPS Secretary 
4 Doran Drive, Redhill, Surrey RH1 6AX
Email: secretary@bpsnet.org.uk

The curious case of Francesca Ronde Page 86

SMALL PRINTERThe Monthly Magazine of the British Printing Society ISSN 0037 7236 MAY 2018 VOL.54 NO.5

Bournemouth Convention photographs: Pages 106 to 109

LETTERPRESS IN SCOTLANDAmerican cousins give an ancient tower house a new lease of life

SMALL PRINTER
The Monthly Magazine of the British Printing Society ISSN 0037 7236 JULY 2018 VOL.54 NO.7



Wednesday 18 July at 2.30
Dorset Branch
Whitcombe Monymusk Stables DT2 8NY

Saturday 21st July
Surrey & Sussex Branch
Branch Practical Day, Merstham

Saturday July 21st
Solent Branch
Art’s House New Forest Hampshire 

Saturday 4th August
Lincolnshire & District Branch
Meeting & Barbecue at The Warple Press

Saturday 4th August
Essex Branch
Visit to Hedgehog Press, Adanaland

Wednesday 22 August at 2.30
Dorset Branch
Whitcombe Monymusk Stables DT2 8NY

September
Maidenhead Branch
Branch meeting, Anke Ueberberg, Reading

Saturday 1st September
Prestival
The Whittington Press, nr Cheltenham, 
Gloucestershire, GH54 4HF

11 September
Surrey & Sussex 
Branch meeting, Mark Mitchell, Westcot

Saturday 15th September
Essex Branch
Visit to Gwen Harper’s, Rayleigh

Saturday September 22nd
Southampton Wayzgoose
St Denny’s Community Centre, Adelaide Rd

Wednesday 26 September at 2.30
Dorset Branch
Whitcombe Monymusk Stables DT2 8NY

9th October
Surrey & Sussex 
Branch meeting, Merstham

Wednesday 17 October at 2.30
Dorset Branch
Whitcombe Monymusk Stables DT2 8NY

Saturday 20th October
Essex Branch Roadshow
Thaxted Parish Church Craft Fair

October
Maidenhead Branch
AGM, TBA

13 November
Surrey & Sussex Branch 
AGM, Libby & Chris Green, Merstham

Wednesday 21 November at 12.30
Dorset Branch
Whitcombe Monymusk Stables DT2 8NY

DIARY OF EVENTS
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Surrey & Sussex Branch visit London
Members are invited to join the Surrey & 
Sussex Branch’s Summer trip to Waltham-
stow on Wednesday 15th August. We start 
at the William Morris Gallery (Forest Rd. 
E17 4PP) to investigate the Kelmscott Press 
displays. Then have a picnic lunch in the 
grounds or snack in the cafeteria. We 
next visit Paekakariki Press and Taniwha 

Typefoundry (4 Mitre Av. E17 6QG) with 
a few perhaps going on to Vestry House 
Museum or finishing with a drink at the 
Civil Service Club near Trafalgar Square. 
Aim for 11.30am at William Morris Gallery 
(Walthamstow Central sta. Victoria Line). 
If you want to join us please e-mail adrian.
towler@waitrose.com or tel. 01273 463096.
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Bristol
Ian Knight
t 01179 854944 e bristol@bpsnet.org.uk 
Dorset
Win Armand Smith
01258 830628 e dorset@bpsnet.org.uk
Essex
Margaret Rookes
t 01245 611484 e essex@bpsnet.org.uk
Lincolnshire & District
Mike Edwards
t 01733 562867 e lincoln@bpsnet.org.uk
London
Matt McKenzie
t 07836 785505 e london@bpsnet.org.uk
Maidenhead
Paul Hatcher
t 01189 666124 e maidenhead@bpsnet.org.uk
Overseas
Kevin Thorp
t 00 353 1 8438346 e overseas@bpsnet.org.uk
Scotland
John Easson
t 01828 628001 e scotland@bpsnet.org.uk
Shropshire
Peter Criddle
t 01743 350208 e shropshire15@bpsnet.org.uk
Solent Branch
Elizabeth Kirby
t 01980 863143 e solent@bpsnet.org.uk
South Wales
Dominic Hartley
t 07970 722029 e swales@bpsnet.org.uk
Surrey & Sussex
Libby Green
t 01737 644145 e surrey@bpsnet.org.uk

MEMBERSHIP NEWS & UPDATES

BRANCH 
SECRETARIES

10901 Mr Tim Bowman
 Hampshire
10902 Mr Adrian Thomas
 Somerset
10903 Ms Kirstin Wilkinson
 Hampshire
Donations
10440  John Tittley
Any member who requires contact details of 
any other member should initially contact the 
Membership Secretary.

WELCOMING NEW 
SOCIETY MEMBERS

Membership renewals
Currently £30 for UK, £45 for Overseas, or £30 
Overseas Online only, and notifications of change of 
any personal or contact details should be sent to the 
Membership Secretary: Chris Green, Noddyshall, 
Rockshaw Road, Merstham, Redhill RH1 3DB
Please make any cheques payable to the ‘British 
Printing Society’.

OKi Laser printer, Model ES7411. Comes with In-
struction manual and four new toner cartridges 
worth £400, replacements available on-line.  All 
Image drums also recently replaced. It should be able 
to print 10,000 copies on these replacements.  It has 
a duplex unit for double sided printing and can print 
on card. Please call Ron Watson for more information. 
It is heavy to move but we can deliver it within a rea-
sonable distance from Dorset. £450 or near offer.

ALPHABET & IMAGE numbers 2,4,5,6,7,8 for sale 
together with Playbill brochure.
Best offers to Geoff at banghulett@bt internet.com

CLASSIFIED ADVERTS

NEW RENEWAL RATES
£30 for UK, £45 for Overseas, 
or £30 Overseas Online only
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Line adverts (text only) per month Members Only Free (up to 50 words) then 10p per word

Display advertisements 1/4 page per month £7.00

Display advertisements 1/2 page per month £15.00

Display advertisements Full page per month £25.00

Advertisement as a Printed Insert (A5) £25.00

Advertisement as a Printed Insert (A4 folded to A5) £30.00

The Editor and Advertising Manager reserve the right to refuse any advertisement. Although every 
effort will be made to publish an advertisement in a specified issue if requested, this cannot be 
guaranteed.
The same display advertisement appearing in four or more consecutive issues is subject to a 10% 
discount and when in seven or more consecutive issues subject to a 15% discount.
Cheques payable to “British Printing Society” and material should be sent as follows or contact the 
Advertising Manager if you wish to pay by PayPal.
Line Advertisements should be sent to the Editor by the 10th of the month prior to publication.
Display Advertisements should be sent with payment to the Advertising Manager also by the 10th.
Printed inserts (350) must be sent with payment to the Mailer so as to arrive by the 25th of the month.

Small Printer Advertising Rates

Supplier of secondhand type and letterpress miscellany.

Rapidly changing stock. Worldwide shipping.

After many years trading on eBay, a new website will be launching February at
www.urbanfoxletterpress.co.uk

Stay up to date by following on Instagram - search urbanfox.letterpress and
see new and current stock posted daily.

URBANFOX LETTERPRESS

wanted☞
All letterpress items of interest. Fair prices always
paid. Nationwide collection. I've worked with many
BPS members in the past and always ensure
everything goes on to be used again as intended.

07950 953 543 or hello@urbanfoxdesign.co.uk☎

☞

☞

☞

☞

Based in Broadstairs Kent - Visitors always welcome



Ye Olde ‘One-Stop’ Letterpress Shoppe!

Why would you go anywhere else?

Re-manufactured Adana machines including treadle platens and proof presses - Composing sticks, 
typescales, galleys, furniture, quoins, quoin keys, planers, tweezers, bodkins - New & second-hand type 
laid in cases and/or wooden cabinets, @ signs, # signs, + signs, borders, dashes, rules and spacing 
materials.  High definition Rubber inking Rollers, a full colour range of letterpress inks, tympan manila 
platen dressing sheets and gauge pins. We also service and refurbish customer’s own machines.

www.caslon.co.uk
+44 1727 852 211

Our AdanaLite Photopolymer system enables you to easily make negatives and 
letterpress plates at home. We supply a range of polymer plates at competitive 
prices and make mounting bases to order to suit your machine and thickness of 
plates you wish to use. Professional, Reliable & Expert advice always available.

� 

Moulton Printing 01253 342992 www.moultonprinting.com


